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Chapter 1771

Brother and sister Zhifei and Zhiyu have been transported directly to Kyoto since they
were taken out of Tokyo.

At this time, the brother and sister were imprisoned in a house less than two kilometers
away from here.

The ninjas of the Iga family are responsible for guarding them.

They have been waiting for Ryoto Matsumoto’s order. If Ryoto Matsumoto lets them do
it, they will immediately kill the brother and sister, and then quietly transport their bodies
into the Ito family mansion.

However, before Matsumoto issued the order, they had to keep the siblings alive, so as
not to be inconvenient to transport after the dead body was too long and stiff.

The ninjas of the Iga family are best at assassination. In their experience, the most
convenient time to carry a corpse is within an hour after death. At this time, the corpse
is relatively soft and can even be packed in a suitcase, but if it exceeds this time , The
body will become more and more rigid.

So they plan to kill the brother and sister immediately after receiving the order of
Matsumoto Ryoto, and then take them directly to the Ito’s mansion to find a suitable
place to hide.

Just ten minutes ago, Ryoto Matsumoto called and asked them to check the situation in
the Ito family mansion.



First, take a look at the defense of Ito’s mansion and find the weakest link. Then they
have to find a suitable place to hide the dead body. After confirming it, kill the brothers
and sisters directly.

So, an Iga ninja sneaked into the Ito house alone, preparing to step on a spot first.

It was this person that Charlie noticed in Nanako’s room.

This person observed the wall for a while, and seemed to have selected the remote
courtyard of Nanako. After looking around for a while, he took out a few photos with his
mobile phone, and then quietly rolled down the wall and planned to leave.

Charlie stood up at this time and said to Nanako: “I’ll go out for a while, you are waiting
for me here.”

Nanako hurriedly asked: “Master, where are you going?”

Charlie said: “That person was also a ninja just now. He came here alone, and 80%
came to step on it. There may be other ninjas behind him. Let me go and see!”

Nanako stretched out her hand to hold him, and said seriously: “Master, please don’t go,
it will be dangerous!”

Charlie said seriously: “If there are ninjas peeping in secret, it is very likely that they are
conspiring against you. If I don’t go now, they may find you soon. If this is the case, it is
better to take the initiative and get it done once and for all. Get rid of them.”

Nanako said nervously, “But I am worried about you…I don’t want Master to take risks
for me…”

Charlie smiled slightly and shook his hand and said seriously: “The reason why I came
to Kyoto is for you. Whether it is a sword mountain or a sea of   fire, since I have come, I
will definitely take care of it!”

After speaking, he released Nanako’s hand, turned and left.

Nanako was immediately hit by Charlie’s words. In addition to being moved and happy,
her whole heart seemed to be melted by his words.



When Charlie said this sentence, there was no domineering voice, but it gave her an
unprecedented sense of security.

Nanako realized that at this moment, she was hopelessly in love with Charlie.

For him, she was willing to give everything, even if he let her sacrifice her life for
Charlie, she would never hesitate.

So, she hurriedly reached out and grabbed Charlie, and said piously: “Master, please
pay attention to safety. If you have any accidents, Nanako will definitely die for you
without hesitation!”
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Charlie turned around and smiled softly: “Don’t worry, I will be back soon.”

After speaking, he stepped away from Nanako’s room and disappeared into the vast
snowy night.

……

In the wind and snow, the Iga ninja who came to step on the spot was running fast in the
night.

He moves quickly and is as light as a swallow. Under the cover of the night, he is almost
like an elusive ghost.

However, he would never have thought that right behind him, he was also followed by a
super master who was a hundred times stronger than him. This super master was
Charlie.

Ninja Iga ran for two kilometers without stopping, and finally stopped at a courtyard
door. Then he came to the courtyard’s simple door, buttoned the door four times in two
long and two short ways, and the door opened from the inside. A gap where only one
person can pass sideways.

Immediately afterwards, he quickly stepped in and disappeared.



But Charlie concealed his breath and heartbeat, and quietly jumped onto the wall,
carefully watching the courtyard.

The entire courtyard is not too big. The front yard is more than 200 square meters, with
some bamboo and ancient pine planted, and behind the courtyard is a wooden
two-story building.

The Iga Ninja, who had just entered, went straight through the front yard and entered
the two-story building.

Charlie could feel that there were more than six or seven people in this building, so he
walked along the wall and quietly came to the building.

At this time, on the second floor of this building, there is a hall of about 50 square
meters. In the hall, there is a ninja in black. In addition, on the floor in the middle, there
are two quilts. People with big ties and balaclavas.

The ninja that Charlie followed all the way, after stepping up to the second floor,
reported to one of the ninjas headed by: “Master, I have just found out that the internal
defense of the Ito family mansion is very weak, and there are only less than ten people.
The strength of guards is average!”

The leading ninja hummed and said: “This time we are going to quietly throw the
corpses of these two Chinese people in, so even if the opponent’s strength is weak, we
have to make sure not to disturb anyone, quietly. Go in, leave the corpse, and then
quietly withdraw.”

After that, he asked again: “Have you found a suitable place to hide the body?”

“Found it!” The ninja hurriedly reported: “In the Ito Mansion, there is a very secluded
small courtyard. There is also a pine forest in the small courtyard. Now the snow is
thick. We can hide the body there for a short time. It should not be discovered by
anyone.”

Speaking of this, he immediately took out his mobile phone, turned out the album, and
reported to the Chief Executive: “Master, I took some photos. Please take a look.”



The other party took the phone, flipped it a few times, and nodded in satisfaction: “Yes,
at first glance, this pine forest shows that few people go there. The corpse is hidden
here. No one will find it for several hours or even ten hours, Mr. Matsumoto. The
requirement is for at least two hours not to be discovered by the Ito family. If you hide
here, time is enough.”

Another ninja hurriedly asked, “Master, when will we kill these two Chinese?”

The leader looked at the time and said, “Wait a minute, I’ll call Mr. Matsumoto.”

At this time, Zhiyu, who was wearing a black headgear, struggled violently.

Because her mouth was blocked, she could only whimper with her nose, trying to attract
the other’s attention.

The headed ninja frowned, pulled off her headgear, and observed at Zhiyu, who was
extremely haggard and full of horror, and asked coldly: “What? Do you have any last
words to say?”
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At the moment Zhiyu was uncovered, Charlie immediately recognized her.

He couldn’t help slandering in the bottom of his heart: “Isn’t this woman the same
woman who sat on the Rolls Royce of Eiki? When I taught Eiki, she even choked a few
words with me, but I didn’t expect these people to be tied up here, and it seems that
they are going to kill her, and then blame Takehiko. It seems that this woman has a lot
of background!”

At this time, Zhiyu was still stuffed with a towel in her mouth, so she sobbed for a long
time, but couldn’t really say a word.

So, the headed Iga Ninja stretched out his hand and tore off the towel from her mouth,
and said coldly: “Give you a chance, just say what you want to say.”

Zhiyu’s eyes were full of horror, but she forced herself to calm down, and said
tremblingly: “Let me and my brother go, you can tell me how much it costs, and I will
give you ten times that to you!”



The leader sneered: “It’s meaningless to talk about this. The rule in the Japanese ninja
family is to be loyal to the employer. Only by being absolutely loyal to the employer can
the ninja family be favored by the big family. Otherwise, once the big family is loyal to
the ninja When there are doubts, all ninjas in Japan will lose their jobs. At that time, we
will become the public enemies of all ninjas in Japan. Even if you give me more money,
I won’t have my life!”

Zhiyu couldn’t wait to say: “Then you can come to China! I will give you one billion,
enough for you to live comfortably in China for a lifetime! Never fight for others!”

The leader was startled and couldn’t help sighing: “Girl, I didn’t expect you to be quite
rich. One billion is indeed a very large sum. Let’s not say whether I can get so much
money, even if I can tell, I just said that I don’t have a life-saver. Even if you give me 10
billion, I will still be hunted down by ninjas for the rest of my life. This deal is not worth
it.”

Zhiyu blurted out: “Then you think that if you kill me, no one will chase you? I tell you, if
you kill me, my family will chase you at all costs! To that At that time, no matter how
much money you have, you will never be able to spend it!”

“No, no,” the man said with a smile: “I am planning to kill you, but after I am planning to
kill you, I will blame Takehiko. Anyway, there are some differences between you
because of cooperation. At that time, both the TMPD and the family behind you will
regard Takehiko as the man behind the killing of you two.”

Zhiyu gritted her teeth and said, “All this is the work of Matsumoto, right?”

At this time, the headed Iga Ninja looked at Zhiyu and sneered: “Mr. Matsumoto
originally wanted to cooperate with you piously, but he didn’t expect that you are really
above the top, and you are very arrogant! Mr. Matsumoto came to see you in person,
But you ignore him. Since you are so rude to Mr. Matsumoto, don’t complain that he is
cruel to you!”

Just now, when the leader was talking to his subordinates, he mentioned Mr.
Matsumoto. Zhiyu had realized at that moment that Master of all this was Mr.
Matsumoto.

She really did not expect that Ryoto Matsumoto, who can only rank third in Tokyo in
strength, could be so vicious!



He attacked her and her elder brother and blamed Takehiko. He must take the
opportunity to weaken the strength of the Ito family, and maybe even use other methods
against the Takahashi family.

If the time comes as he planned, his family goes to Takehiko to seek revenge, wouldn’t
Matsumoto be able to take advantage of the fisherman? !

Thinking of this, she felt extremely regretful.

Knowing this, when Mr. Matsumoto came to see her, she and her brother should have
met him. No matter what he said, at least they would not have offend this person for
face.

It’s a pity that these things are now an afterthought, the big mistake has been made,
and there is no room for reversal now.

Zhifei on the side was too regretful, but he was covered, his mouth was pouting, and he
couldn’t say a word.

The headed Iga Ninja took out his cell phone, called Ryoto Matsumoto, and respectfully
said: “Mr. Matsumoto, Ito’s mansion has been inquired, there is a very suitable place to
hide the bodies, and the defense of the opponent is also very weak. We are confident
that we will not be discovered by anyone in the process of hiding the body. I wonder
when Mr. Matsumoto wants us to do it?”

Ryoto Matsumoto smiled and said, “Tokyo is very chaotic now. It hasn’t been so chaotic
for decades, so I want to wait a little longer so that I can rest assured to finish watching
the Tokyo drama!”
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Iga Ninja immediately said: “OK Mr. Matsumoto, we are always at your disposal!”

Ryoto Matsumoto sneered and said: “By the way, the two you kidnapped, their family
members have come to Tokyo, I hope you will make these two people die a little bit
more tragically, when the police find their bodies, the more miserable the scene the
better, the more miserable they die, the more angry their family members will be, and
this event will be even more exciting!”



Iga Ninja hurriedly said: “Don’t worry, we will do it!”

Ryoto Matsumoto said: “That woman is said to be pretty good. You might as well abuse
her before killing her. If her family sees her being abused to death, they will definitely
hate Takehiko more!”

When Iga Ninja heard this, he suddenly laughed and said: “In fact, my brothers have
been coveting this woman, but I was worried that your good deeds will be broken, so I
have been stopping them, but since you say this, I am completely relieved!”

Ryoto Matsumoto laughed and said, “It’s okay, let the brothers enjoy it. By the way, you
can come together. By the way, you can take some videos that will not expose your
faces. If you send it out then, it will definitely have a better effect, haha Haha!”

Ninja Iga laughed similarly: “Mr. Matsumoto, don’t worry, we will definitely shoot a
blockbuster for you!”

Zhiyu at this time, her face pale in fright.

She tremblingly pleaded: “I beg you to kill me directly, don’t ruin my innocence…”

“Innocence?” Iga Ninja smiled and asked: “So, you are still innocent? A super beauty
like you still retains innocence. This is really rare, such a precious gift, I must
disassemble you myself later!”

Ryoto Matsumoto smiled on the other side of the phone and said, “Okay Iga Kamino, I
won’t bother you with good things. You still have an hour and a half to indulge yourself.
After an hour and a half, kill them, and then Bury the corpse in Takehiko’s mansion!”

Iga Ninja hurriedly said, “Mr. Matsumoto, don’t worry. After two hours, the bodies of
these two people will lie in the snow in the Ito Mansion! You will be able to reveal the
news to the TMPD.”

“Very good! I will never treat you badly after it’s done!”

The Ninja hung up the phone, looked at Zhiyu, and rubbed his hands in excitement:
“Beauty, before you die, I will let you taste the ultimate happiness of a woman. For your



good, you must obediently cooperate with me. If you make me happy, I can give you a
reward!”

Zhiyu almost collapsed. She burst into tears and said in horror: “Please, kill me now…”

Iga Kamino laughed: “It’s not so easy to want to die now. I have to ask my brothers if
they agree!”

Zhiyu shivered in shock, and blurted out, “Help! Help!”

Iga Kamino sneered: “To tell you the truth, the several houses around here are all
focused on repairs. Even if you shout at the top of your voice, there is no way anyone
will come to rescue you! You can keep your voice and stay under me. Scream happily,
the harder you call, the more excited I will be, hahahaha!”

The other ninjas also laughed presumptuously.

At this moment, a voice suddenly rang: “You group of beasts, together to bully a girl, do
you think you deserve to live?”

It was Charlie who spoke!
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When Charlie’s voice suddenly sounded, so many well-trained ninjas were all startled
by his voice!

No one thought that they would be tracked by others!

Moreover, before this person spoke, no one realized his existence!

The headed Iga Kamino took out the ninja sword almost instantly, looked around
vigilantly, and asked nervously, “Who is it?! Get out for me!”

At this moment, Charlie jumped from the wall, broke the window and entered, leaving
the floor with broken glass.



The moment Zhiyu saw Charlie, her whole body was struck by lightning!

She couldn’t believe that someone would come to save her at this time, and she
couldn’t believe that it was the Chinese man she met on the streets of Tokyo!

Moreover, she also offended him because she didn’t know what happened!

At this time, Charlie was standing upright in the broken window. In her eyes, Charlie in
front of her was more than handsome, like a god!

The violent cold wind poured in from the broken window, blowing Charlie’s hair and
clothes, in her eyes, there was a sense of sight of a great hero in a martial arts movie.

However, Charlie’s attention at this time was completely off Zhiyu’s body.

He observed at Iga Kamino with cold eyes, and said coldly: “I thought ninjas are so
ethical, you turned out to be such a mob! It’s not fair for you to bully women, and for that
you deserve to die!”

Several other ninjas of the Iga family stepped back, staring at Charlie and drew the ninja
swords.

They knew that Charlie could always hide nearby without being discovered, and he
must have extraordinary strength, so they didn’t dare to act rashly, they were all waiting
for Iga Kamino.

Iga Kamino’s face is blue at this time!

Others call him a superior ninja, which means superior ninja, not just a nominal name.

In the Japanese ninja registration system, roughly divided into upper ninja, middle ninja
and lower ninja.

He is already at the top level among ninjas and is highly respected throughout the
country.

However, he did not expect that the this man in front of him would dare to insult him and
insult all ninjas. It was really unforgivable!



So he roared: “Boy! There is an old saying, there is a way to heaven, you don’t go, and
there is no way to h*ll, you break in! Since you are looking for death, don’t blame me for
being rude to you!”

Having said that, he immediately swung his ninja sword and shouted to the people
around him: “Set up an array! Trapped in the formation and kill him! I will cut off his head
with my own hands, and let him atone for the insult to the ninja!”

With a flash, the other six ninjas surrounded Charlie one after another.

Charlie didn’t change his face at this time, and said coldly, “Want to cut my head? Not to
mention that you only have two hands, even if you have eight hands!”

Iga Kamino said sarcastically: “Boy, it’s okay to look down on me, but don’t look down
on ninjutsu. I’m a dignified ninja. If I can’t cut your head off, I’m sorry Amaterasu!”

Charlie’s expression became more and more gloomy, and he reprimanded in a deep
voice, “Today, I really want to see that!”

“court death!”

Iga Kamino is angry and rushed.

He roared, and immediately shook the ninja sword with both hands, rushing towards
Charlie with a mighty force!

Several other people also released knives one after another, intending to chop Charlie
into meat sauce.

Charlie’s tactics against ninjas are really powerless to complain.

Just like a group of mad dogs biting people, the core tactic is to attack in groups.

In their eyes, anyway, the ninja swords were smeared with highly toxic substances, and
everyone rushed forward and attacked. As long as a sword pierced one centimeter of
the opponent’s skin, they would win the battle.



For thousands of years, ninjas have relied on such tricks to defeat their opponents
countless times, which can be said to be time-tested!


